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I pass the graves that are houses
On the way. Death has spread
Its dominion into the stories
That we live. Cemeteries have changed
Their form, have become cars,
Or the diminishing trees, but especially
Our offices and careers, where
We pass from living into something
Else, between being and not being.
Often we forget to breathe,
And the flowers remind us in vain.
All the metal we have dug up or made
Are the armature of our open graves.
Once we knew we were alive
Because an ache in the flesh
Sang to the unanswered sky
Or some love that possessed
Us like the ghosts we live amongst
Howls in our sleep when no-one
Hears. We were born with a shaping
Fire, but elude the flame
Meant to burn us into being.
Sometimes we catch a glimpse
Of a ghost in the window,
And wonder at its resemblance
To how we seem. Cities devour
The earth; the dead have changed
Places with the living, and wonder
How easy it is to be alive being dead.

(Ben Okri, 2012)
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Preface

And death shall have no dominion.
Dead men naked they shall be one
With the man in the wind and the west moon;
When their bones are picked clean and the clean bones gone;
They shall have stars at elbow and foot;
Though they go mad they shall be sane,
Though they sink through the sea they shall rise again;
Though lovers be lost love shall not;
And death shall have no dominion.


Death provides archaeology with much of its raw material, and publications dealing with the archaeology of burial certainly already exist. But there has been little emphasis in them upon the emergence of death as a concept in early times, and insufficient on the different ways that death is used in human societies in a manner that favours the formation of communities, and of social hierarchies, and sometimes the creation of divinities.

The present volume seeks to move such considerations to the fore, drawing upon the papers prepared for the symposium held at the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research in Cambridge from 11–14 April 2012. The papers, circulated before the meeting, were discussed after brief oral presentations. The revised papers are published here together with the three discussion papers that followed.

The symposium was part of a project funded by a generous grant from the John Templeton Foundation, to which the editors are deeply grateful.

João Zilhão was unable to attend the meeting in person and his paper was introduced by Francesco d’Errico, while that of Li Shui Chong was kindly presented by Xinyi Liu. The editors are grateful also to the McDonald Institute for its hospitality, and to Patricia Duff, Evi Margaritis, Magda Matczak, and Paula Pugsley for their assistance at the meeting.